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Example 1: Given: p: Ann is on the softball team. q: Paul is on the football team. Problem: What does pq represent? Solution: In Example 1, statement p represents, "Ann is on the softball team" and statement q represents, "Paul is on the football team." The symbol is a logical connector which means "or." Thus, the compound statement pq represents
the sentence, "Ann is on the softball team or Paul is on the football team." The statement pq is a disjunction. Definition: A disjunction is a compound statement formed by joining two statements with the connector OR. The disjunction "p or q" is symbolized by pq. A disjunction is false if and only if both statements are false; otherwise it is true. The
truth values of pq are listed in the truth table below. p q pq T T T T F T F T T F F F Example 2: Given: a: A square is a quadrilateral. b: Harrison Ford is an American actor. Problem: Construct a truth table for the disjunction "a or b." Solution: a b ab T T T T F T F T T F F F Example 3: Given: r: x is divisible by 2. s: x is divisible by 3. Problem: What
are the truth values of rs? Solution: Each statement given in this example represents an open sentence, so the truth value of rs will depend on the replacement values of x as shown below. If x = 6, then r is true, and s is true. The disjunction rs is true. If x = 8, then r is true, and s is false. The disjunction rs is true. If x = 15, then r is false, and s is true.
The disjunction rs is true. If x = 11, then r is false, and s is false. The disjunction rs is false. Example 4: Given: p: 12 is prime. false q: 17 is prime. true r: 19 is composite. false Problem: Write a sentence for each disjunction below. Then indicate if it is true or false. 1. pq 12 is prime or 17 is prime. true 2. pr 12 is prime or 19 is composite. false 3. qr 17
is prime or 19 is composite. true Example 5: Complete a truth table for each disjunction below. 1. a or b 2. a or not b 3. not a or b a b ab T T T T F T F T T F F F a b ~b a~b T T F T T F T T F T F F F F T T a b ~a ~ab T T F T T F F F F T T T F F T T Students sometimes confuse conjunction and disjunction. Let's look at an example in which we compare
the truth values of both of these compound statements. Example 6: Given: x: Jayne played tennis. y: Chris played softball. Problem: Construct a truth table for conjunction "x and y" and disjunction "x or y." Solution: x y xy xy T T T T T F F T F T F T F F F F With a conjunction, both statements must be true for the conjunction to be true; but with a
disjunction, both statements must be false for the disjunction to be false. One way to remember this is with the following mnemonic: 'And’ points up to the sand on top of the beach, while ‘or’ points down to the ore deep in the ground. Summary: A disjunction is a compound statement formed by joining two statements with the connector OR. The
disjunction "p or q" is symbolized by pq. A disjunction is false if and only if both statements are false; otherwise it is true. Exercises Directions: Read each question below. Select your answer by clicking on its button. Feedback to your answer is provided in the RESULTS BOX. If you make a mistake, choose a different button. 1. Which of the following
sentences is a disjunction? 2. Which of the following statements is a disjunction? 3. A disjunction is used with which connector? 4. If a is false and b is true, what is the truth value of a~b? 5. Given: r: y is prime. s: y is even. Problem: Which of the following is a true statement when y is replaced by 3? In order to continue enjoying our site, we
ask that you confirm your identity as a human. Thank you very much for your cooperation. Sharpen your students' logic skills: A quick review of conjunctions, disjunctions, and negations along with their symbols and truth values providedPractice writing negations, conjunctions, and disjunctionsPractice determining the truth value of negations,
conjunctions, and disjunctionsPractice reading and answering questions about a Venn diagram involving negations, conjunctions, and disjunctionsPage 2FREEBIE MATH in VALENTINE RIDDLES / JOKES WorksheetsADD, SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY, DIVIDE ... Problems for February 3.NBT.A.2 and 3.OA.C.7 . . . ♥ FREEBIE ♥Early Finishers, Centers,
Homework, Sub Plans FREEBIE ♥ ♥ ♥ Answer to . . . Fast Finisher's, "Now What?" Your feedback is very important to us. Thank you so much. Click to follow TEACHING STUFF PLACE for updates, SALES, and FREEBIES. Students do MATH PROBLEMS to solve riddles and color illustrations.NO PREP, FUN and Learning . . . GraPage 3Help your
students to recognise, understand and use coordinating and subordinating conjunctions in their writing with these editable FANBOYS and ISAWAWABUB display posters.This resource has been designed for the conjunctions:for, and, nor, but, or, yet, soif, since, as, when, although, while, after, before, until, becauseThe function of this resource is not
only to show students the conjunction themselves, but also their purpose and examples.What's included:3 design versions of FANBOYS and ISAWAPage 4coordinating conjunctions worksheets that your students will LOVE! Bonus? These coordinating conjunctions worksheets are no prep. Your students can create sentences with conjunctions all
around school with this low ink, no prep packet! School location- themed worksheets included: auditorium, cafeteria, classroom, student desk, gym, hallway, library, lockers, principal’s office, science lab, and art class This packet targets: Worksheets to target coordinating conjunctions: and, but, for, nor,Page 5Three pages of subordinate conjunction
(AAAWWUBBIS) information that can be used as handouts, blown up to be anchor charts, and used for an assessment. In a fun font and there's room for coloring in the AAAWWUBBIS letters to help students remember, too. A good introduction to the concept of opening phrases in writing, and a good refresher for older students who are learning
about complex sentences, independent clauses, dependent clauses, different types of conjunctions, and comma usage. AAAWWUPage 6Coordinating AND Subordinating Conjunctions: Sentence StuctureAre you teaching sentence structure? This resource is for you! Coordinating and Subordinating conjunctions are usually remembered using the
acronym 'FANBOYS': for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so AND 'ISAWAWABUB': if, since, when, as, when, although, while, after, before, until, because.The variety of activities and displays within this resource reinforces the use of coordinating and subordinating conjunctions.This resource covers whole clPage 7This conjunctions resource is a unit to teach the
standard L.1.1.g, which is all about Conjunctions! It comes with a week-long lesson plan unit, plus many supplemental resources, such as centers, printables, and interactive notebook pieces to work into their centers, homework, morning work, or other parts of the day. *There is now a digital component included in this resource. The worksheets and
assessments are now created in Google Slides. You can get access to the digital versions on page 5 ofPage 8Looking for simple assignments for your students? Use these NO PREP super simple worksheets. This resource includes six different printables that help students learn about coordinating conjunctions by having them learn and use the acronym
FANBOYS (for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so), identify the coordinating conjunction in sentences, select the correct coordinating conjunction to use in a sentence, identify if coordinating conjunctions are used correctly, and writing sentences of their own (usingPage 9Help your students learn, remember, understand, and properly write with coordinating
conjunctions. This mini flip book is filled with information, examples, and writing practice for students. This mini flip book includes 8 tabs: an introductory tab and a tab for each coordinating conjunction: For, And, Nor, But, Or, Yet, So. For each coordinating conjunction, there is a definition, a usage tip, four examples with proper punctuation, and a
space for students to practice writing with the conjunctiPage 10This set of free posters is designed to help your students remember the acronyms FANBOYS and AAAWWUBBIS when working with coordinating and subordinating conjunctions. These posters are offered in four different color choices (yellow, teal, blue, and purple), and may be used by
SLPs or classroom teachers in speech-language therapy, general education classrooms, or special education classrooms. This is a perfect companion to my Conjunctions Mini-Unit, designed for third through eighth grades!Page 11Use this word search puzzle worksheet to familiarize students with 30 different conjunctions. They will be learning while
they have fun looking for the hidden words. Perfect for early finishers or as an enjoyable review for everyone.Here is the list of vocabulary words to find: After, Although, And, As, Because, Before, But, For, How, If, Lest, Nor, Once, Or, Since, So, Than, That, Though, Till, Unless, Until, When, Whenever, Where, Whereas, Wherever, Whether, While,
YetIf you like this conjunPage 12Engage your students with these colorful Google Slide activities to teach Literacy Standard L.3.1.H in your Google Classroom; Learning about coordinating and subordinating conjunctions. Perfect for CENTERS, Word Work Daily 5 rotations, early finishers, and homework.This resource is PERFECT for small groups,
Literacy Stations, Test Prep, Sub Plans, and your whole class using Google Classroom. No-Prep, paperless Word Work Practice!Aligns with Common Core standard L.3.1.H - Learning and practicinPage 13This coordinating conjunctions resource is a unit to teach the standard L.4.2.c, which is using commas while forming sentences with coordinating
conjunctions. It comes with a week-long lesson plan unit, plus many supplemental resources, such as centers, printables, and interactive notebook pieces to work into their centers, homework, morning work, or other parts of the day. *There is now a digital component included in this resource. The worksheets and assessments are now created in
Google SlidePage 14This Bingo game allows students to practice identifying which coordinating conjunctions fit best in a compound sentence. Students will be given a bingo card that they will create by putting in the coordinating conjunctions (for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so). then, using the powerpoint, students will place a marker over one
conjunctions depending on which fits in the sentence. The powerpoint is included in the .zip file and includes 46 sentences to use during the bingo game.Page 15Coordinating Conjunctions: BOOM™ Learning DIGITAL... Grammar ... Parts of SpeechDISTANCE LEARNING ... remote learning, remote resources, online instruction, home schooling,
Internet instruction, Internet learning, learn from home, self-correcting activities, digital learning, Internet activities, digital resources, self-checking.To use Boom Cards, you must be connected to the Internet. Boom Cards play on modern browsers (Chrome, Safari, Firefox, and Edge). Apps are available for modern Android,Page 16Conjunction
Slapjack → This activity reinforces students’ understanding of the differences among coordinating conjunctions, subordinating conjunctions, and conjunctive adverbs. If you are teaching students about sentence structure, then this is a must-have activity!This lesson is a part of my Sentence Grammar Games Bundle, a complete set designed to teach
conjunctions, phrases, clauses, sentence types, and sentence combining strategies... visit my page again to check out this fun collection forPage 17Engage your students with these colorful Google Slide activities in your Google Classroom as they learn about correlative conjunctions. Perfect for CENTERS, Word Work Daily 5 rotations, early finishers,
and homework.Use with any ELA reading curriculum, book, or story! It is perfect for Literacy STATIONS, Sub Plans, Homework, Test Prep, or WHOLE CLASS using Google Classroom. This resource aligns with CCSS 5.L.1.E.Works with all kinds of education apps! – Edmodo – Schoology – Microsoft One DrivePage 18L.5.1.A - Conjunctions,
Prepositions, and Interjections: This fun worksheet bundle includes 5 worksheets, with a corresponding answer key on L.5.1.A! The pdf is high resolution, and is made to fit 8.5" 11" paper seamlessly.In this set we cover L.5.1.A! Students determine the function of each sentence, and circle the conjunction, preposition, or interjection. Students also
match sentences together based on context, and complete sentences with the correct conjunctions. Also available is a fun littPage 19Coordinating Conjunctions Worksheet: This download contains two coordinating conjunction worksheets. The first worksheet focuses on the four most common coordinating conjunctions – and, or, but, and so. The
second worksheet focuses on the correct use of all the coordinating conjunctions – for, and, nor, but, or, yet, and so.This resource comes with a single-user license and may not be reproduced, resold, redistributed, or altered in any form.The clip art used within this resource is part of thePage 20This set of 20 flashcards will allow your students to
review their subordinating conjunction skills. Each flashcard contains a complex sentence with the subordinating conjunction missing. Students must select, from a field of 4, the most appropriate subordinating conjunction to complete the sentence. Subordinating conjunctions in this deck: while, before, after, so, since, even though, although, in order
to, until, unless, where, when, as, whereas. This is a great way for teachers, special educaPage 21This Bundle of 7 Sentence resources includes 35 worksheets covering Types of Sentences, Run-Ons, Fragments, Subjects, Predicates, Conjunctions, Rearranging Sentences, and Subject-Verb Agreement.The following resources are included:Sentences,
Fragments and Run-Ons: 4 worksheets (Grades 3-4);Simple Subjects and Complete Subjects, Simple Predicates and Complete Predicates: 4 worksheets (Grades 4-6);Simple and Compound Subjects, Simple and Compound Predicates: 5 worksheets (Grades 4-6);ConjunctionPage 22Help your students prepare for Common Core assessments, like PARCC
and TNReady, with these four cooperative centers. In each center, students will complete a hands-on activity, check their work with the provided answer key, and then complete an independent practice activity. The centers cover the following skills: explaining the function of conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections, combining sentences with
conjunctions, determining the function of prepositions, and appropriately using interPage 23FANBOYS Conjunction Boom Cards For Distance LearningConjunctions Coordinating Conjunctions FANBOYS What's included?Concept of conjunctions is given in short with examples and use for self-revisionBoom cards cover coordinating conjunctions which
are for, and, so, but, yet, or, nor 30 Questions for practice Drag and drop activity Fill in the blanks with multiple choice answer Answers are preloaded Instructions are given Best for revision, self-assessment, quiz, test prep, and distance learning CliPage 24Parts of Speech Sorting Cards! Includes: Nouns (common, proper, abstract, concrete,
collective)Verbs (main, auxiliary, action, helping, linking)Adjectives (comparative, superlative)AdverbsConjunctions (coordinating, subordinating)ArticlesThere are lots of ways to use these cards!Sort different parts of speechSort within parts of speech (common/proper nouns)Match up common/proper nounsMatch up
adjectives/comparative/superlativeBuild sentences and identify parts of speechHave students create theirPage 25This Bundle of 7 Sentence resources includes 35 worksheets covering Types of Sentences, Run-Ons, Fragments, Subjects, Predicates, Conjunctions, Rearranging Sentences, and Subject-Verb Agreement.The following resources are
included:Sentences, Fragments and Run-Ons: 4 worksheets (Grades 3-4);Simple Subjects and Complete Subjects, Simple Predicates and Complete Predicates: 4 worksheets (Grades 4-5-6);Simple and Compound Subjects, Simple and Compound Predicates: 5 worksheets (Grades 4-5-6);ConjunPage 26A 67-page workbook that reviews different
coordinating and subordinating conjunctions and allows students to practice using them in different ways.Conjunctions focused on: and, but, or, so, because, after, before, while, when, unless, until, even though, since, ifFor each conjunction, students practice combining and completing sentences. There are also fill-in-the-blank worksheets and
sentence completion worksheets with pictures.In addition, students practice using "and" to define/describe words
Quiz & Worksheet - Conjunctions and Disjunctions in Math. 66K. Geometry. Quiz & Worksheet - What Are Mathematical Proofs? 33K. Geometry. Quiz & Worksheet - … We look at all the major uses of this form of math including conditionals, conjunctions, disjunctions, converse, inverse, truth values, and interpreting Venn diagrams. ... The specific
number of problems and the variety of formulas for each topic in a separate worksheet serves as the material for notes needed in math. This is the much-needed ... Truth Tables for Conjunctions; Truth Tables for Disjunctions (Exclusive) Truth Tables for Disjunctions (Inclusive) Truth Tables for Negations; Truth Values: and, or, implies, if and only if;
Truth Value of Compound Sentences; Truth Value of Open Sentences; Undefined Algebraic Fractions; Undefined Algebraic Fractions (Advanced)
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